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The Iron Curtain and nuclear missiles. The Cold War was a scary situation. As the Capitalist West

faced off against the Communist East, the world anticipated a nuclear showdown. Witness the

Berlin Wall - a symbol of the great divide. See the Cold War conflicts. Be amazed at super spy

gadgets, and marvel at the space race. Simple History, telling the story without information

overload.
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I have read several history books, and never in my life did I find one as unique as this one. It made

history simple and easy to understand more than ever. I didn't know there was so many small wars

after WW2. There was war in Germany, Cuba, Afghanistan, Asia and so much more. The imagery

was a plus and made this book entertaining even a five year old would find interest in it.

'The cold war' is a quick guide for those who want a quick overview of major cold war events. In my

view, the events do not represent a neutral perspective. Although, the book does not analyse the

events occurred during the cold war, but still it is an interesting effort to compile almost all the main

events that took place during that era.

History events from any field remind us of so many things. With the beginning of the 20th century,

the only Ã¢Â€ÂœprizeÃ¢Â€Â• left for explorers in the Northern Hemisphere was the earthÃ¢Â€Â™s

North Pole. Several nations then sent out their best explorers in a race to the Arctic Ocean, most



notably Norway, Britain, and the US. The American Navy commander Robert Peary began his first

attempt to reach the Pole in 1893. Due to complications with the ship and the unknown territory, the

expedition, as well as another several years later, fell short of the mark.

What I found inside is totally unexpected. Initially I thought that I am up to a long history book that

might take me days to finish. But I was surprised to find a nicely colored comic type of narration

inside. It made the reading so much funner.Kudos to the author or creator of this book. He was able

to discuss and share the information about the cold war in a creative manner that can easily be

appreciated. Recommending this is easy especially to those teeners who need some information

about this era in the American history.

This book presents an overview to main milestones of World War II. This book is info graphic that

using great illustrations helps you to understand on an easy way, the history of the worst war that

our humanity experienced. Not only presents you milestones but propaganda, factions and

technology too.Graphics explaining uniforms, weapons, equipments, medicines and technology in

general are included.Great collection book.

It is exceptionally awesome book. I prescribe this book to everyone.I loved this book, it is composed

essentially, without data over-burden. On the off chance that you like history, you'll adore this book

Daniel is a history nerd who has expounded on all times of history amid his understudy days from

Tokugawa Japan to the American upheaval to the breakdown of the Soviet Union.

An interesting review of a period of time that I lived through. I thought I was familiar with the cold war

but as I read the book more details or facts came out that I was not familiar with. Also facts about

the leaders of the countries involvedfurther gave me insight that I did not have before. Worth while

reading.

Very clear and readable guide on the most important events of the "cold war". The author is, an

interesting way and with fun illustrations, give an overview of the historical facts about the Cold War.

The book is to recommend to all lovers of history, although there are not many details about some

facts.
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